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THE INTER-DEPENDENT REDUCTIONS OF ORDERING COST AND LEAD TIME
IN CONTINUOUS REVIEW INVENTORY MODEL WHEN THE RECEIVING
QUANTITY IS DIFFERENT FROM THE ORDERED QUANTITY
NUGHTHOH ARFAWI KURDHI, SRI SULISTIJOWATI H, JOKO PRASETYO⇤
Abstract. This paper investigates the inventory model with order quantity, backorder price discount and lead time as
decision variables. We assume that the lead time and ordering cost reductions are inter-dependent in the continuous review
inventory model when the receiving quantity is di↵erent from the ordered quantity. The lead time demand is assumed
follows a normal distribution. The solution procedure is developed to find the optimal solution. Two numerical examples
are given to illustrate the results. Furthermore, the sensitivity analysis is also included numerically to describe the e↵ects
of changes in the model parameters on the expected annual cost.
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1. Introduction. In many inventory systems, lead time is considered as a stochastic variable or a
prescribed constant. Therefore, the lead time is not controllable [14, 7, 16]. However, in some practical
situations, lead time can be reduced at an added crashing cost; which means that it is subject to control.
By reducing the lead time, the stockout can be reduced and the service level to the customer can be
improved. Recently, several inventory models have been presented with lead time reduction. The first
inventory model in which the lead time is a decision variable has been constructed by Liao and Shyu [6].
Liao and Shyus [6] model was extended by Ben-daya and Raouf [2] by allowing both the lead time and
order quantity as decision variables. In recent papers, Ouyang et al. [8] and Ouyang and Chuang[12]
proposed continuous review and periodic review inventory model, respectively, to study the e↵ects of
lead time and ordering cost reductions. We note that the lead time and ordering cost reductions in both
Ouyang et al. [8] and Ouyang and Chuang [12] are assumed to act independently. However, in several
cases, the lead time and ordering cost reductions may be related closely; the reduction of lead time may
accompany the reduction of ordering cost, and vice versa. For example, the implementation of electronic
data interchange (EDI) may reduce the lead time and ordering cost simultaneously. Therefore, it is
more reasonable to assume that the ordering cost and lead time reductions act dependently and their
functional relationship may be as linear or logarithmic [3, 9].
2. Notations and Assumptions. The following notations and assumptions are made to present
the mathematical model of continuous review inventory system when receiving quantity can be di↵erent
from the ordered quantity.
2.1. Notations.
D
: average annual units demanded,
Q
: order quantity,
h
: annual inventory holding cost per item,
L
: the length of lead time,
k
: safety factor,
r
: reorder point,
A0
: original ordering cost,
A
: cost per order, 0  A  A0 ,
µ
: the average demand rate in units per day,
: backordered rate, 0   1,
: the upper bound of the backorder rate,
0
⇡x
: backorder price discount per unit,
⇡0
: marginal profit per unit,
p
X
: the lead time demand with finite mean µL and standard deviation
L,
Y
: the quantity received (a random variable),
x+
: max{x, 0},
E(.) : expected value.
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